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Abstract: This paper develops and compares two different motion control concepts for
fully actuated ships in a trajectory tracking scenario. The first concept, named servoed
motion control, is identical to a standard solution found in the established ship control
literature on dynamic positioning. The scheme is easy to derive and analyze by traditional
nonlinear control theory, but not readily extendable to underactuated ships, while also
exhibiting erratic transient convergence behavior. The second concept, named guided
motion control, represents a novel approach inspired by literature on missile guidance,
path following, and formation control. The guided concept is more complex to derive and
analyze, but is readily extendable to underactuated ships, and displays gentle transient
convergence behavior. Copyright c° 2006 IFAC
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1. INTRODUCTION

Motion control is a fundamental enabling technology
for any ship application. Whether humans or com-
puters act as motion controllers, a ship requires such
a tactical level to translate strategic motion planning
commands into physically realistic movements of the
ship hull. Today, co-control is probably the most com-
mon configuration for industrial applications, i.e., that
humans maneuver ships through sail-by-wire technol-
ogy, where computers are responsible for (tactical-
level) motion control while humans take care of the
(strategic-level) motion planning. However, sensitivity
toward human casualties when operating in so-called
dirty, dull, and dangerous environments will gradually
enforce full autonomy requirements. Likewise, full
autonomy is attractive through prospects of increased
operational cost saving, endurance, precision, relia-
bility, and safety within marine business areas such
as shipping, offshore, and fisheries and aquaculture.
But full autonomy requires extraordinary features, not
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least at the tactical level of motion control. Hence, this
work considers two qualitatively different motion con-
trol concepts, and debates their distinctive qualities.

The main contribution of this paper is the develop-
ment of a motion control concept denoted guided mo-
tion control. In a three-step, backstepping-inspired,
cascaded-based design, a novel motion controller is
developed that draws on control, guidance, and syn-
chronization concepts. The approach is inspired by
schemes from research areas such as missile guidance,
path following, and formation control. For a trajectory
tracking scenario concerning fully actuated ships, the
guided concept is contrasted toward what we have
called the servoed motion control concept, which rep-
resents a standard solution in the established literature
on nonlinear motion control for fully actuated ships.

Since the goal of this work is to emphasize and illus-
trate fundamental aspects of motion control, a simpli-
fied ship model that does not consider environmental
disturbances is employed. Hence, the paper should be
regarded purely as a motion control concept study.

Notation: The time derivative of (a vector) x(t) is
denoted ẋ, the partial derivative of x( (t)) is denoted
x0
¡
= ∂x

∂ ( (t))
¢
, while |·| represents the Euclidean

vector norm as well as the induced matrix norm.



2. MOTION CONTROL CONCEPTS

This section develops two different motion control
concepts that can be applied for fully actuated ships
in a trajectory tracking scenario. The applied ship
model is simplified such that we can concentrate on
the fundamental aspects of motion control. However,
any standard solutions to bias counteraction, wave
filtering, and control allocation are readily applicable
for fully actuated ships that employ one of the motion
control concepts under consideration.

2.1 Dynamic Ship Model

A 3 degree-of-freedom (DOF) dynamic model of a
ship (surface vessel; surge, sway, and yaw modes) can
be found in (Fossen 2002), and is composed of the
kinematics

η̇ = R(ψ)ν, (1)
and the (purposefully simplified) kinetics

Mν̇ +C(ν)ν +D(ν)ν = τ , (2)

where η = [x, y, ψ]> ∈ R2 × S represents the earth-
fixed position and heading (with S = [−π, π]), ν =

[u, v, r]
> ∈ R3 represents the vessel-fixed velocity,

R(ψ) ∈ SO(3) is the transformation matrix

R(ψ) =

⎡⎣ cosψ − sinψ 0
sinψ cosψ 0
0 0 1

⎤⎦ (3)

that transforms from the vessel-fixed BODY frame
(B) to the earth-fixed NED frame (N), M is the in-
ertia matrix, C(ν) is the centrifugal and coriolis ma-
trix, while D(ν) is the hydrodynamic damping ma-
trix. The system matrices satisfy the propertiesM =
M> > 0, C = −C> and D > 0. The vessel-
fixed propulsion forces and moment is represented
by τ = [τX, τY, τN]

> ∈ R3. A fully actuated ship
can independently control all 3 DOFs simultaneously,
which means that the direction of the linear velocity is
independent of the heading. This is not the case for an
underactuated ship, where the orientation of the linear
velocity is coupled, in a sense locked, to the heading
of the ship.

2.2 Trajectory Tracking Scenario

A fundamental assumption of this paper is that the
motion control designer is granted the freedom to
design the path (trajectory) that is to be traversed, as
well as the motion of a target point that is to be tracked
along the path. Consequently, consider a (planar) path
continuously parameterized by a scalar variable ∈
R, such that the position of a point belonging to the
path is represented by pp( ) ∈ R2. Thus, the path is
a one-dimensional manifold that can be expressed by
the set

P = ©p ∈ R2 | p = pp( ) ∀ ∈ Rª . (4)

Then, consider a time-varying target point pt(t) =
pp( t(t)) traversing the path by adhering to a chosen
speed profile Ut( t), implemented through

˙ t =
Ut( t)¯̄
p0p( t)

¯̄ , (5)

since |ṗt| =
¯̄
p0p( t)

¯̄
˙ t = Ut( t), whereUt( t) ∈

[Ut,min, Ut,max], Ut,min > 0. The path, as well as
the speed profile of the target point, is typically de-
signed (by offline optimization) based on information
like the nominal actuator configuration of the ship in
question, weather forecasts, static obstacles, etc. A
trajectory tracking (path tracking) scenario entails that
the spatial and temporal assignments are linked as one
single assignment, requiring that the ship is located at
a certain point along the path at a certain time. The
target point drives the ship-path system forward (as an
independent, time-varying attractor moving along the
path) by propagating without concern for the tracking
ship. Thus, the ship-path system is inherently open
loop, and the target may leave the ship behind if some-
thing should alter the propulsive capability of the ship.

2.2.1. Problem Statement In our scenario, the tra-
jectory tracking problem for a fully actuated ship can
be stated by

lim
t→∞ (η(t)− ηd(t)) = 0, (6)

where ηd(t) =
£
p>t (t), ψd(t)

¤>, and where ψd(t)
can be any arbitrary heading, satisfying for instance
some auxiliary task objective.

2.3 Servoed Motion Control

Fully actuated ships nominally imply low-speed dy-
namic positioning (DP) applications. This relates to
the fact that the ability to produce a transversal (sway)
force is lost when moving too fast. The DP literature
has become rich and varied, and during the last decade
nonlinear control theory has been applied to create
motion controllers ensuring global stability properties.
These controllers are inspired by work performed in
the robotics community, which is readily extendable
to ships when formulating their dynamic model within
the Euler-Lagrange framework (Fossen 2002). The
concept of this section has been termed servoed mo-
tion control due to the underlying control design prin-
ciple, which resembles that of basic servomechanisms.
Hence, the control objective is identical to the prob-
lem statement, and straightforwardly achieved in one
single design step. Unfortunately, a consequence of
employing such a servoed design principle is that the
resulting motion controllers cannot be readily modi-
fied to handle underactuated vehicles.

The derived motion controller is backstepping-based
(Krstić et al. 1995), and standard in the DP control
literature (Fossen 2002). Consequently, consider the



positive definite and radially unbounded Control Lya-
punov Function (CLF)

Vs =
1

2
(z>η zη + z

>
νMzν), (7)

where we have defined

zη = R
>(η − ηd) (8)

withR = R(ψ), and

zν = ν −α, (9)

where α = [αu, αv, αr]
> ∈ R3 is a so-called vector

of stabilizing functions (virtual inputs that become ref-
erence signals) yet to be designed. Then, differentiate
the CLF along the trajectories of zη and zν to obtain

V̇s = z
>
η żη + z

>
νMżν

= z>η (Ṙ
>(η − ηd) +R>(η̇ − η̇d)) +

z>νM(ν̇ − α̇)
= z>η (S

>R>(η − ηd) +R>
η̇ −R>η̇d)+

z>ν (Mν̇ −Mα̇)

= z>η (S
>zη+ν −R>η̇d)+

z>ν (τ −C(ν)ν −D(ν)ν −Mα̇)

since Ṙ = RS with S = −S>. Furthermore, recog-
nizing that z>η S>zη = 0 and ν = zν +α, we get

V̇s = z
>
η (α−R>η̇d)+

z>ν (τ −C(ν)ν −D(ν)ν −Mα̇+ zη),

which results in

V̇s =−z>ηKηzη − z>ν C(ν)zν − z>ν D(ν)zν +
z>ν (τ −C(ν)α−D(ν)α−Mα̇+ zη)

when choosing the virtual input as

α = R>η̇d −Kηzη, (10)

where Kη = K>
η > 0 is a constant matrix. Finally,

since z>ν C(ν)zν = 0, and by selecting the control
input as

τ =Mα̇+C(ν)α+D(ν)α− zη −Kνzν , (11)

whereKν = K
>
ν > 0 is a constant matrix, we obtain

the quadratically negative definite

V̇s = −z>ηKηzη − z>ν (D(ν) +Kν)zν . (12)

By considering the state vector zs =
£
z>η , z>ν

¤>, we
can now state the following theorem

Theorem 1. (Servoed Motion Control). The equilibrium
point zs = 0 is rendered uniformly globally expo-
nentially stable (UGES) by adhering to (10) and (11)
when ηd, η̇d and η̈d are uniformly bounded.

PROOF. By standard Lyapunov theory, (7) and (12)
show that the origin of zs is UGES.

Consequently, the trajectory tracking problem as stated
in (6) has been solved in one design step.

2.4 Guided Motion Control

This section solves the trajectory tracking problem in
three distinct design steps by a backstepping-inspired,
cascaded-based procedure that is influenced by ideas
from missile guidance (Shneydor 1998), path follow-
ing (Breivik and Fossen 2005), and formation con-
trol (Breivik et al. 2006). The underlying concept is
named guided motion control since it allows the tran-
sient convergence behavior to be manipulated through
guidance laws. An advantage of employing a guided
design principle is that the resulting motion control
structure can be readily modified to also handle un-
deractuated vehicles.

2.4.1. Step 1: Control Loop Design Since the po-
sition of a ship can be controlled through its linear
velocity, we redefine the output space from the 3 DOF
position and heading to the 3 DOF linear velocity and
heading. Again, we design the controller by using the
backstepping approach. Consequently, consider the
positive definite and radially unbounded CLF

Vg =
1

2
(z2ψ + z

>
νMzν) (13)

where we have
zψ = ψ − ψd (14)

and
zν = ν −α, (15)

whereα is yet to be designed. Subsequently, differen-
tiate the CLF with respect to time to obtain

V̇g = zψ żψ + z
>
νMżν

= zψ(ψ̇ − ψ̇d) + z
>
νM(ν̇ − α̇)

= zψ(h
>η̇ − ψ̇d) + z

>
ν (Mν̇ −Mα̇)

where
h = [0, 0, 1]> . (16)

Then, recognizing that h>η̇ = h>Rν = h>ν and
ν = zν +α, we obtain

V̇g = zψ(h
>α− ψ̇d)+

z>ν (τ −C(ν)ν −D(ν)ν −Mα̇+ hzψ),

which results in

V̇g =−kψz2ψ − z>ν C(ν)zν − z>ν D(ν)zν +
z>ν (τ −C(ν)α−D(ν)α−Mα̇+ hzψ)

when choosing the virtual input h>α = αr as

αr = ψ̇d − kψzψ , (17)



where kψ > 0 is a constant. Since z>ν C(ν)zν = 0,
and by selecting the control input as

τ =Mα̇+C(ν)α+D(ν)α−hzψ −Kνzν , (18)

whereKν = K
>
ν > 0 is a constant matrix, we finally

obtain the quadratically negative definite

V̇g = −kψz2ψ − z>ν (D(ν) +Kν)zν . (19)

Considering the state vector zg =
£
zψ, z

>
ν

¤>, the
following proposition can now be stated

Proposition 2. The equilibrium point zg = 0 is ren-
dered uniformly globally exponentially stable (UGES)
by adhering to (17) and (18) under the assumption that
α and α̇ are uniformly bounded.

PROOF. By standard Lyapunov theory, (13) and (19)
show that the origin of zg is UGES.

Unlike the result in Theorem 1, Proposition 2 does not
mean that the trajectory tracking problem as stated in
(6) has been solved. In fact, the controller that has been
developed here cannot achieve anything meaningful
unless it is fed sensible reference signals, i.e., unless
αv = [αu, αv]

> ∈ R2 is purposefully defined for the
problem at hand. This, then, represents the challenge
for the final two design steps.

2.4.2. Step 2: Guidance Loop Design Here, we
design the required orientation of αv (|αv| > 0)
such that a ship controlled by (18) achieves path
following. The design is inspired by the concept of
guidance-based path following as found in (Breivik
and Fossen 2005). Consequently, consider the positive
definite and radially unbounded CLF

Vε =
1

2
ε>ε, (20)

with
ε = R>

C(p− pc) (21)
where pc = pp( c) represents a collaborator point
that acts cooperatively with the ship as an intermediate
path attractor, and whose sole purpose is to ensure
that the ship can converge to the path even if it has
not converged to the target point. For a given c,
define a path-tangential reference frame at pc termed
the COLLABORATOR frame (C). To arrive at C, the
INERTIAL frame (I) must be positively rotated an
angle

χc = arctan

µ
y0p( c)

x0p( c)

¶
, (22)

which can be represented by the rotation matrix

RC =

∙
cosχc − sinχc
sinχc cosχc

¸
, (23)

RC ∈ SO(2). Hence, equation (21) represents the
error vector between the ship and its collaborator
decomposed in C. The local coordinates ε = [s, e]>

consist of the along-track error s and the cross-track
error e. It is clear that path following can be achieved
by driving ε to zero. Thus, differentiate the CLF in
(20) along the trajectories of ε to obtain

V̇ε = ε
>ε̇

= ε>(S>CR
>
C(p− pc) +R>

C(ṗ− ṗc))
= ε>

¡
S>Cε+R

>
CHη̇ − vc

¢
= ε>

¡
R>
CHRν − vc

¢
where SC = −S>C ⇒ ε>S>Cε = 0, and where

H =

∙
1 0 0
0 1 0

¸
. (24)

Also, vc = [Uc, 0]>, where Uc = |ṗc|, represents the
linear velocity of the collaborator decomposed in C.
Furthermore, we have that

V̇ε = ε
> ¡R>

CHRα− vc
¢
+ ε>R>

CHRzν

= ε>
¡
R>
CHRH

>Hα− vc
¢
+ ε>R>

CHRH
>Hzν ,

since ν = zν+α andH>H = I3×3 (identity matrix).
DefiningHRH> = RB, i.e.,

RB =

∙
cosψ − sinψ
sinψ cosψ

¸
, (25)

leads to

V̇ε = ε>
¡
R>
CRBHα− vc

¢
+ ε>R>

CRBHzν ,

where RBHα = RBαv,B with αv,B = αv =

[αu, αv]
>. Now, RBαv,B= RDVαv,DV = αv,I rep-

resents the desired linear velocity decomposed in I,
while αv,DV = [Ud, 0]

>, where Ud = |αv|, rep-
resents the desired linear velocity decomposed in a
DESIRED VELOCITY frame (DV). This frame is
aligned with αv,I, whose orientation we want to de-
sign so as to achieve path following. Hence, we get

V̇ε = ε
> ¡R>

CRDVαv,DV − vc
¢
+ ε>R>

CRBHzν

= ε> (RRαv,DV − vc) + ε>R>
CRBHzν ,

where R>
C(χc)RDV(χd) = RR(χd − χc), i.e., the

relative orientation between C and DV.

Thus, Uc and (χd − χc) can be considered as virtual
inputs for driving ε to zero, given that Ud > 0. Denote
the angular difference by χr = χd − χc, and expand
the CLF derivative to obtain

V̇ε = s(Ud cosχr−Uc)+eUd sinχr+ε>R>
CRBHzν ,

where Uc can be chosen as

Uc = Ud cosχr + γs (26)

with γ > 0 constant, while χr can be selected as

χr = arctan

µ
− e

4e

¶
(27)

with4e > 0 (not necessarily constant), giving

V̇ε = −γs2−Ud e2p
e2 +42

e

+ε>R>
CRBHzν . (28)



Consequently

˙ c =
Uc
|p0c|

(29)

and
χd = χc + χr, (30)

with Uc as in (26), χc as in (22), and χr as in (27).
Equations (29) and (30) indicate that the collaborator
point continuously leads the ship, while the desired
linear velocity of the ship must point at the collab-
orator’s path-tangential, in the direction of forward
motion. Specifically, the desired linear velocity αv
must be computed by

αv =R
>
BRDVαv,DV

=

∙
Ud cos(χd − ψ)
Ud sin(χd − ψ)

¸
. (31)

Then, write the system dynamics of ε and zg as

Σ1 : ε̇ = f1(t, ε) + g1(t, ε, zg)zg (32)
Σ2 : żg= f2(t, zg), (33)

which is a pure cascade where the control subsystem
perturbs the guidance subsystem through the intercon-
nection matrix

g1(t, ε, zg) =
£
02×1,R>

CRBH
¤
. (34)

Also, consider the following assumptions

Assumption 3.
¯̄
p0p
¯̄ ∈ h¯̄p0p¯̄min , ¯̄p0p¯̄maxi ∀ ∈ R

Assumption 4. 4e ∈ [4e,min,∞i,4e,min > 0

Assumption 5. Ud ∈ [Ud,min,∞i, Ud,min > 0

By considering the state vector ξ =
£
ε>, z>g

¤>, we
arrive at the following proposition

Proposition 6. The equilibrium point ξ = 0 is ren-
dered uniformly globally asymptotically and locally
exponentially stable (UGAS/ULES) under assump-
tions (3-5) when applying (18) with the reference sig-
nals (17) and (31).

PROOF. Since the origin of systemΣ2 is shown to be
UGES in Proposition 2, the origin of the unperturbed
system Σ1 (i.e., when zg = 0) is trivially shown
to be UGAS/ULES by applying standard Lyapunov
theory to (20) and (28) (actually, it is uniformly semi-
globally exponentially stable, i.e., USGES), and the
interconnection term satisfies

¯̄
g1(t, ε, zg)

¯̄
= 1, the

proposed result follows directly from Theorem 7 and
Lemma 8 of (Panteley et al. 1998).

This result means that path following is achieved
globally, uniformly in time. Note that the established
stability property of Proposition 6 also is known as
global κ-exponential stability (Sørdalen and Egeland
1995). Finally, note that by choosing

Ud = κ
p
e2 +42

e , (35)

where κ > 0, the origin of ξ can be shown to
be UGES. Although very powerful, such a result is
clearly not physically achievable due to natural speed
limitations. Consequently, Proposition 6 states the best
possible stability property achievable for any vehicle.

2.4.3. Step 3: Synchronization Loop Design In this
final design step, we determine the required size of
αv, i.e., Ud, such that a ship controlled by (18) with
reference signals given by (17) and (31) achieves syn-
chronization with the target point. This synchroniza-
tion loop design is inspired by the formation control
approach of (Breivik et al. 2006). Consequently, con-
sider the positive definite and radially unbounded CLF

V ˜ =
1

2
˜ 2, (36)

where
˜ = c − t, (37)

and differentiate the CLF with respect to time to get

V̇ ˜ = ˜ ˙̃

= ˜ ( ˙ c − ˙ t)

= ˜ (zc + αc − ˙ t)

where zc = ˙ c − αc, and αc represents the desired
speed of the collaborator when the ship has converged
to the path, i.e., when ξ = 0. Hence, we have that

V̇ ˜ = ˜

µ
Ud
|p0c|
− Ut
|p0t|

¶
+ ˜ zc,

which is equal to

V̇ ˜ = −k ˜ ˜ 2q
˜ 2 +42

˜

+ ˜ zc (38)

when choosing

Ud = |p0c|
⎛⎝ Ut
|p0t|
− k ˜

˜q
˜ 2 +42

˜

⎞⎠ , (39)

where4 ˜ ∈ [4 ˜ ,min,∞i,4 ˜ ,min > 0, and where

k ˜ = σ
Ut
|p0t|

, σ ∈ h0, 1] (40)

ensures that Ud satisfies Assumption 5 by leading to

Ud = Ut

⎛⎝1− σ
˜q

˜ 2 +42
˜

⎞⎠ |p0c|
|p0t|

. (41)

Then, expand zc to get

zc = ˙ c − αc

=
Ud(cosχr − 1) + γs

|p0c|
(42)

where

(cosχr − 1) =
4e −

p
e2 +42

ep
e2 +42

e

(43)

such that the system dynamics of ˜ and ξ can be
written as



Σ3 : ˙̃ =f3(t, ˜ ) + g3(t, ˜ , ξ)
>ξ (44)

Σ4 : ξ̇ = f4(t, ξ), (45)

which we recognize as a cascade where the control
and guidance subsystems perturb the synchronization
subsystem through the interconnection vector

g3(t, ˜ , ξ) =
1

|p0c|

"
γ, Ud

4e −
p
e2 +42

e

e
p
e2 +42

e

,01×4

#>
,

(46)
which is well-defined since

lim
e→0

4e −
p
e2 +42

e

e
p
e2 +42

e

= 0. (47)

Note that the cascade is pure in the sense that the
control subsystem excites the guidance subsystem,
which in turn excites the synchronization subsystem.

Considering the state vector ζ =
h
˜ , ξ>

i>
, the

following theorem can now be stated

Theorem 7. (Guided Motion Control). The equilibrium
point ζ = 0 is rendered UGAS/ULES under assump-
tions (3-4) when applying (18) with reference signals
(17) and (31) employing (41).

PROOF. Since the origin of system Σ4 is shown
to be UGAS/ULES in Proposition 6, the origin of
the unperturbed system Σ3 (i.e., when ξ = 0)
is trivially shown to be UGAS/ULES by applying
standard Lyapunov theory to (36) and (38), and
the interconnection term satisfies |g3(t, ˜ , ξ)| <¯̄
p0p
¯̄−1
min

µ
γ2 +

³
Ut,max
4e,min

´2¶1/2
, the proposed result

follows directly from Theorem 7 and Lemma 8 of
(Panteley et al. 1998).

Consequently, the trajectory tracking problem as stated
in (6) has been solved in three design steps.

3. DISCUSSION

What can be gained by the more complex and involved
control design and analysis associated with the guided
approach? A very important aspect is that the guided
scheme readily extends to underactuated ships since
it redefines the output space to the linear velocity and
heading, where the heading either can be controlled
independently (fully actuated case) or must be ded-
icated to control the direction of the linear velocity
(underactuated case). Hence, leaving the control sub-
system unchanged, a basic redesign of the guidance
and synchronization subsystems is all that is required.
In fact, for straight-line paths no redesign is necessary
if the desired heading is assigned as the desired ori-
entation of the linear velocity. Such extendability also
suggests a unified motion controller capable of han-
dling a ship seamlessly between its actuation regimes.
Furthermore, the servoed approach does not exploit
any available path information, by only considering

the target point. A consequence is degraded transient
convergence behavior, which becomes erratic and un-
natural. This aspect contrasts starkly with the guided
approach, where a collaborator point guides the ship
gently toward the path. In real life, this difference
affects wear and tear of the actuators, as well as fuel
consumption. Additionally, the commanded control
input of the servoed scheme grows unbounded with
the ship-target error, rendering the ship-path system
unstable if the ship cannot keep up with the target.
This problem does not affect the guided approach,
whose commanded control input saturates at a tun-
able threshold, rendering the ship-path system stable
even though the ship-target system may become un-
stable. Such a path following feature distinguishes the
guided approach, and probably extends well to real-
life demands of limited propulsion capacity. The sta-
bility properties of Theorems 1 and 7 also reflect this
reasoning, where the former looks more impressive,
but where the latter represent the physically attainable
alternative.

4. CONCLUSIONS

This paper treated the topic of motion control for fully
actuated ships in a trajectory tracking scenario by de-
veloping and discussing two fundamentally different
motion control concepts. The servoed concept corre-
sponds to standard DP controllers found in the estab-
lished ship control literature, while the guided concept
represents a novel scheme inspired by research within
missile guidance, path following, and formation con-
trol.
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